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This chapter spoke to the people of God who Jeremiah addressed 
2500 years ago; but prophecy often serves a dual purpose, in this 
case speaking to God’s people at the end of Gentile history, when 
the last beastlike govt Mystery Babylon is finally destroyed. In 
400AD, Augustine of Hippo proudly declared, Babylon is a former 
Rome, and Rome a later Babylon. Rome is a daughter of Babylon. 
Like whitewash, the roman govt pasted much of Babylon culture, 
tradition and way of thinking on its citizenry; today, the roman 
church is the successor of all that pasting. 

I’m sure to Jeremiah, all this was difficult to imagine, because it is 
prophecy from the Lord letting His people know what will ultimately 
happen to Mystery Babylon many centuries later. 

1 The word the Lord spoke against Babylon / was this chapter addressed to certain identifiable, 
historic people who lived 2500 years ago? Yes; we see it serves a dual purpose; in this chapter, whenever 
we see this name Babylon, we can attach to it the word: mystery… the last and worst expression of 
human govt gone crazy stupid on the earth… before Messiah comes again and destroys it… 

and against the land of the Chaldeans / against those who are classified as the Neo-Babylonian 
Empire; those in the southern coastal regions of Persia – modern day Iran. Chaldeans sought king 
Hezekiah of Judah for his support against Assyria; around 597BC, when the exile of Judah to Babylon 
began; plundering Jerusalem was the work of the Chaldean army employed by Nebuchadnezzar; 

the Lord spoke against mystery Babylon, and against the land of the Chaldeans, by 

Jeremiah the prophet. 

2 Declare among the nations, and proclaim, and set up a standard; proclaim, and do not 

conceal: say, mystery Babylon is taken, Baal is confounded, Merodach is dismayed; her 

idols are confounded, her images are dismayed / all the things the Lord God abhorred; those things 
so many adored… although Moses warned them… not to make graven images after the custom of the 
neighbors, but to fully eradicate them from the face of the earth; but they didn’t do that, so Messiah Himself 
is coming to do the job… which means it will be done with style -- to the glory of His Father. 

3 For from the north a nation comes against her, which will make the earth desolate, and no 

one will dwell there: both man and beast, they will run away / history tells us that nation was 
Babylon; it came against Judah and Jerusalem; but now Rome is mystery Babylon doing the same thing. 

4 In those days, at that time, says the Lord / we are not considering old history, but future history, the 
3 Days still on the Lord’s calendar; work days of the Lord; equal to Passover and Pentecost,  

the children of Israel / the historic house led by Ephraim, including all the children of the living God… 
and the children of Judah / the historic house of the Jewish people… will come together.  
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The greatest danger in the 21st century to the devil’s global agenda is that Messianic Jewish brothers and 
sisters are getting together with Ex-Muslim brothers and sisters; who are getting together with brothers and 
sisters who are followers of the Lord Jesus in the church He has been building for 2000 years, the 

children of Israel and the children of Judah will come together weeping with tears of joy as 

they go: and they will seek the Lord their God. 

5 They will ask the way to Zion / to Jerusalem, the City of David… with their faces turned toward 

it, saying, Come, let us join ourselves to the Lord in an everlasting covenant that will not be 

forgotten. 

6 My people have become lost sheep: their faithless pastors / their salaried hirelings… led them 

astray, turning them aside on the mountains: from mountain to hill they have wandered, 

and forgot their pasture / they forgot their resting place. 

7 All who found them devoured them: and their enemies said, We are not guilty / though their 
foes destroyed them; still in their twisted minds; their enemy thought they were doing God a service,  

for they sinned against the Lord -- the habitation of justice even the Lord, the hope of their 

fathers / they sinned against He alone who is the dwelling place of all that is right. 

8 Flee from the midst of mystery Babylon go forth from the land of the Chaldeans and be as 

the he-goats before the flock / evacuate her; leave her quickly; don’t delay: in the Revelation, God 
said: Come out of her My people – Revelation 18; leave the off-scouring, sword-wielding worst of the earth  
sent to wake up those trespassers who transgress God’s commandments; those intruders and squatters 
who have moved in on God’s turf; be hardheaded warriors, protectors of the flock of God. 

9 For, lo, I am stirring up and bringing against mystery Babylon a great assembly of nations 

from the north country / a great gathering from protesting voices; including many voices in sleepy 
churchianity that need to stop snoozing… and wake up:  

and they will array themselves against her; from there she will be taken / wherever she is, she 
will be removed: their missiles will be as of a mighty expert none will return in vain / they will 
track and fire with precision; no missiles will be duds; none will be ineffective, not one will fail. 

10 Chaldea will be destroyed / it will be plundered: all who destroy her will be satisfied, declares 

the Lord. 

Jeremiah speaks directly to the hirelings of mystery Babylon, the Neo-Chaldeans: 

11 Because you were glad, because you rejoiced / it seems these global roman thugs prematurely 
started to party; apparently, they forgot, God will have the last laugh – Psalm 2, O destroyers of My 

heritage, because you have grown fat as a heifer in the pasture, and bellow as bulls / if they 
are just a bunch of overstuffed cows and bulls, then what comes from them is just a bunch of Cow and Bull 
crap, right? I bet these fat cows drone on… morning, noon and night. 
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12 your mother will be sore confounded; she who gave you birth will be disgraced / she will be 
humiliated; and the prior word means: to dig, she will not be able to dig a hole deep enough through 
wherever all their overstuffed cows gather to do their global bidding; to escape the embarrassment of giving 
birth to such wretched Cow and Bull crappers:  

behold, the butt of the nations will be a wilderness, a parched earth, and a desert / God has a 
scorched earth plan… for the roman ass of the earth – where is this shithole located? Well, starting at the 
United Nations and the EU, and wherever the last roman agenda is played out; that is where the Lord God 
taunts these obese fools and losers – those who do not acknowledge Him or give Him thanks. 

13 Because of the wrath of the Lord, she will not be inhabited, but will be wholly desolate: 

everyone who passes by mystery Babylon will be appalled, and hiss at all her plagues. 

14 Set yourselves in array against mystery Babylon all around: all who bend the bow, shoot 

at her, spare no missiles / she had destroyed so many; it’s time for her to be destroyed; like the experts 
you are, make her your target; don’t fire at her sparingly, use all the missiles you need to do the job:  

for she has sinned against the Lord. 

15 Surround her and shout against her: she has given her hand / she has shown her cards; she has 
given all she had: her bulwarks are fallen, her walls are thrown down for this is the 

vengeance of the Lord: / she’s a reeling wreck; all her supports have fallen, her protection collapsed:  

take vengeance on her; as she has done, do to her / the Lord invites all to retaliate on her double 
what she had done to them – Revelation 18. This is not a private retaliation; it is for those armed with God’s 
word. Retaliate against this ancient faithless whore; plunder her double who plundered you. Do not just 
shoot at her; shout against her with skill and strength; with a good eye and a good hand – Matthew Henry: 

16 Cut off mystery Babylon the sower and the one who handles the sickle in the time of 

harvest / sever the Herodian sower who caused all this earthly crap. The One who wields the cutting tool – 
the word of God is living, and sharper than any two-edged sword; dividing to the soul and spirit; able to 
judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart – Hebrews 4; the One handling the sickle when the 
Ingathering; and the last 3 Days of the Lord are fulfilled:  

because of the sword of the oppressor everyone will return to his own people; everyone will 

flee to his own land / because of the devastation brought by the Chaldeans… when the time comes; the 
time of harvest, as important as Passover and Pentecost; when Messiah returns to rule with a rod of iron.  

Jeremiah was speaking to the leaders in Jerusalem and the southern 2 tribes of the House of Judah; and 
we know in recent history, this is what they have done. We’re living in exciting times.  

Check out our messianic brothers in the Lord; great sons of Judah:  
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